
In today’s economic environment, now more than ever, labs owners are searching for ways 

to become more productive, consistent and ultimately more profitable.  Pressed ceramics 

have become more attractive due to the development of newer, stronger materials along 

with the precise delivery of ceramics over metal and zirconia frameworks.  Printed or milled 

wax, acrylic or resin restorations from CAD/CAM are a reality, becoming a force multiplier 

that can operate overnight without supervision.  Overlays for pressing to frameworks, 

zirconia or alloy, are ready to lute, invest and press in a fraction of the time it used to take.  

Having been carefully designed before-hand for contour and function, the pressed case 

comes out exactly as planned.  

It doesn’t get any better than this….or does it?

What if there was an alternative to increase production that actually had more features 

than what we are currently used to?  How do we achieve that “better mouse-trap”?

Enter the DEKEMA Austromat® 654 Press-i-dent® pressing furnace and the trixpress® sys-

tem.  This system amounts to a revolutionary re-think of the pressing process as a result 

of not being limited to pressing only one plunger at a time.  Combine this with legendary 

DEKEMA quality and precision and you have a very attractive package.
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Now, about the DEKEMA Austromat® 654 Press-i-dent® pressing furnace which is what ties everything 

together and takes production and precision to the next level.  All pressing furnaces should be able to press 

ceramic completely and accurately.  Up to this point in time, they have had a pressing head built into the top 

of the heating chamber, either pneumatic or mechanical.  Although this presses ceramic, it only allows for 

one shade to be pressed, in common practice.  It also alters the heat signature at the lift table, should the 

furnace need to be utilized as a firing furnace also.  If there was a need to press more than one shade (at a 

time), it necessitated more furnaces or simply more man-hours to operate one furnace.  Spruing multiple units 

or bridges/splints required a complicated spruing technique, which proved costly and technique sensitive.  

Remember, pressing is injection molding, which requires material from plunger to margin and we are the ones 

paying for that material. One could say “what if?” or really just look at the Dekema 654 for answers.  What we 

have in the 654 is a furnace with no central pressing unit in the heating chamber.  This is a furnace with a 

high strength ceramic plate in the ceiling of the heating chamber that has homogenous heat across its entire 

surface, making it ideal for both pressing and firing ceramic. 

Trixpress® rings all have the same outside diameter and are formed in a hard plastic/composite type material that comes in three precise 120° sections 

that fit together to form the circumference.  They have two aluminum clamping rings that hold the sections together like the bands on a wooden barrel.  This is ac-

complished on the top of the ring and the bottom by means of a tapered fit, so they go on and come off easily. 

Although the 100g ring can only hold one place holder, the 200g can hold up to three place holders and the 380g can hold up to 5 place holders.  They are 

luted onto the universal base plate with sticky wax and placed where necessary to accomplish simplified direct spruing.  I have put together webinars which 

are accessible through the internet to show the details with pictures, but it is really quite simple.  Whether spruing up 3 to 5 different shades or using the 

place holders to press two different shades on a zirconia framework for a round-house, the sprues are short and direct…which is the way it should be.

There is a universal leveling cap for all three sizes, so the top opening 
is the same although the internal dimensions differ.  Additionally, there 
is a universal base plate (two supplied), which is completely flat and 
has a groove machined around its circumference so the three sections 
index into its edge in a tongue-and-groove fashion.  The universal base 
plate is special because it accepts the “place holders”, which are thin 
plastic forms for 12mm diameter (2g ingot), 13mm diameter (3 or 6g 
lithium disilicate ingots) or 16mm (5g ingot) size.  They are white, blue 
and orange in color, respectively.  This helps keep them from being 
confused.  They are designed for one time usage,  are extremely accu-
rate and are made of a material that burns out quickly and completely.



One pressing cycle can easily press up to 20g of ceramic, should 
you need that much.  In the past, to press a large span of 8-12 units, 
it took 3 X 5g ingots to accommodate the intricate spruing.  The 
654 Press-i-dent® has the ability to press even more material, but 
honestly can press the same type case with 4 plungers using one 2g 
ingot per plunger (due to the direct spruing).  Not only is this easier 
to sprue, but delivers an estimated 50% savings in ingot costs (4 X 
2g ingots vs. 3 X 5g ingots).

The ability to press multiple shades at one time and the simplified spruing might satisfy most 
technicians, now consider the Above and Beyond Features:

•  Commercial grade platinum rhodium thermocouple delivers accurate temperatures from below 400°C up to 1200°C

•  Premium quality quartz muffle results in even heating and an extremely long life

•  The standard 200 program capacity with ability to download additional programs from the internet (via Ethernet 
    connection) or memory sticks and the USB ports

•  Optional Ethernet connectivity provides access via smartphone, computer or iPad

•  Large glass touch panel color screen also provides the ability to easily move between programs and graphics

•  Autodry® features optimizes automatic heating or cooling enriches esthetics and results in enhanced workflow as well 
    as reliable production

So what does this all mean?  For the large lab it means dramatically increased capability for production, consistency and profitability, as having one 

furnace perform as a force multiplier with the capabilities of at least 3 normal pressing furnaces.  The smaller lab experiences all of the above and has the 

ability to have a superlative firing furnace, because smaller labs usually need dual capability of equipment whenever possible.  The intangible assets of 

internet capability that include program download and diagnosis with USB program input make the 654 extremely user friendly.  For me personally, as the 

average lab tech, being able to run the equivalent of numerous cycles in one cycle with the precision and ease this furnace delivers….means going home 

earlier….which as they say in the commercials…is “priceless”.

Because there is not a single pressing piston, the lift table has been engineered to press the ring up against the ceiling plate at the prescribed time at a 

prescribed pressure (technician/software controlled).This means that standard rings or the trixpress® rings with one or more plungers can be pressed in 

the same pressing cycle.  More plungers mean either more direct spruing of the same shade or the ability to press as many separate shades as plungers 

utilized.  Even using the common 200g ring size of the trixpress®, a technician can easily press three shades at one time. This means the Dekema 654 is 

able to do in one cycle what would take 3 separate cycles with a standard pressing furnace (or three furnaces worth of work!).  


